
POLYMER
 CASTINGS

Custom designed

polymer composite bases, 

structures, and filled 

weldments can improve the 

accuracy and repeatability 

of machine tools, precision 

measuring systems, and 

automated assembly 

equipment, while extending 

the working life of capital 

investments.

www.basetek.com 
877.712.BASE (2273)



ABOUT THE COMPANY
BaseTek, LLC, founded in 2001, specializes in the design and 
build of proven polymer composite bases and filled weldments 
for a broad range of industries. We are the market leader in 

polymer concrete base-
plates for the rotating 
equipment industry. 
BaseTek offers a complete 
line of pre-engineered and
custom baseplates, along 

with accessories for all types of process pumps and specialty 
rotating equipment.

BaseTek’s state-of-the-art, 12,000+ Sq. Ft. manufacturing facility in 
Newbury, Ohio U.S.A. is a turnkey operation with a staff of industry 
experts who bring over 25 years of combined casting experience. 

Balanced vertical integration 
allows for efficient designing, 
manufacturing and inspection of 
baseplates to match any size and 
shape most applications demand. 
Computer controlled batch mixing 
systems, precision tooling, and 
CMM inspection equipment insure 
consistent quality and reliable 
castings.

Bases are manufactured of Zanite®, 
a proprietary polymer concrete 
material. It is a blend of pure 
silicon dioxide, ceramic quartz 
aggregate and high strength epoxy 
resins. BaseTek bases deliver a 
solid, unmatched surface flatness, 
and provide increased physical 
properties that surpass lower grade 
vinyl ester composites and fiberglass. 

They are corrosion resistant and offer tensile, flexural, and 
compression strength higher than vinyl ester.

BaseTek incorporates the latest casting technologies and can 
aid in the development of tooling and part design thru modern 
CAD capability including Solid Modeling and sophisticated 
Finite Element Analysis software.

BaseTek’s goal is to consistently supply 
its customers with the highest quality 
part at the lowest possible cost.

with accessories for all types of proces

STANDARD AND CUSTOM DESIGNED INSERTS:
 Cast-in custom designed

 threaded inserts for
 mounting equipment.

 Pipe/tubing lines cast in
 place to provide coolant,
 lubrication, air & wire ways.

 Steel plates can be used to
create long and extremely flat 

 mounting surfaces.
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• 12,000+ square foot manufacturing facility
• In-house inspection and paint capabilities
• Material traceability with manufacturing routers



MACHINE TOOL APPLICATIONS:
Typical applications include: high speed machining cells, turning centers, CNC knee mills, milling machines, waterjet 
cutting machines, laser cutting machines, grinders and industrial measurement & testing equipment.

Machine tool bases and support structures made with Zanite® offer quieter operation, no deterioration from cutting 
fluids, improved machined surfaces and improved cutting tool life. 

1,800 lb. base for Noise, Vibration 
and Harshness testing equipment.

6,300 lb. base for
a 4-axis CNC grinder.

2,300 lb. base for
hybrid engine testing station.

2,700 lb. base for
a precision grinder.

900 lb. base for
automated capacitor winding machine.

ZANITE® POLYMER COMPOSITE FILLED
WELDMENTS AND IRON CASTINGS:

 Excellent for low volume and
custom applications.

 Offers the benefit of polymer for 
vibration damping without the cost
of a mold.

 Quick turnaround and low cost 
compared to cast iron, cast aluminum.

We offer in-house service or can provide 
composite for field applications.

WE HAVE FILLED WELDMENTS WITH A FEW HUNDRED 
POUNDS OF POLYMER TO WELDMENTS REQUIRING 
SEVERAL THOUSAND POUNDS:

 Basetek offers proper 
weldment preparation and 
quick turnaround for your 
application. 

 Delivery can be a few days  
with proper notice and 
account setup.

Send us your drawing today 
for a quick quote on filling 
your base with Zanite® polymer composite.compo isitte

900 lb. base ffor
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MOLDS AND TOOLING:
 Molds can be made from wood,

 fiberglass, aluminum, steel, or any
 combination depending on the
 application & design.

METROLOGY AND 
PHARMACEUTICAL APPLICATIONS:
Typical applications include: CMMs, surface, 
form, roundness and contour testing 
instruments.  As well as nanometer-scale 

manufacturing 
and testing 
platforms for 

life sciences, pharmaceutical, and 
engineering applications.

Demands for metrology equipment to 
perform in multiple environments allow 
design engineers to take advantage 
of Zanite’s many features. Inspection 
equipment must be able handle a 
temperature controlled lab as well as the 
harsh environment of a typical shop floor. 
Zanite’s thermal stability, design flexibility, 
and virtually zero moisture absorption rate 
help OEM’s achieve their goals.
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3,000 lb. base for
ultra precision microscope. 

115 lb. base for
a nanolithography
machine.

SEMICONDUCTOR APPLICATIONS:
Typical applications include: screen printing machines, 
wire and die bonding, wafer inspection and testing, 
lithography, laser PCB drilling machines, pick and 
place machines, surface profilers, wafer handling 
and storage, dicing machines, flip-chip, 
and dispensing equipment.
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1,100 lb. base and gantry for
automated fluid dispensing system. 460 lb. base for a

precision non-contact wafer profiler.
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PROPERTIES U.S. UNITS S.I. (Metric)
DAMPING RATIO 0.157 0.157
SPECIFIC HEAT 0.23 BTU/Lb ˚F 960 J/kg ˚C
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE Excellent Excellent
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 20,000 psi 137 N/mm2

DENSITY 0.084 lb/in3 2.3 kg/dm3

FLEXURE STRENGTH 3,800 psi 26 N/mm2

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 4.5 x 106 psi 31 KN/mm2

POISSON RATIO 0.25 0.25
OPTIMAL TEMPERATURE LIMITS 0˚F to 145˚F 17˚C to 63˚C
TENSILE STRENGTH 2,100 psi 14.5 N/mm2

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 11.09 Btu/(h ft2 ˚F/ft) 0.192 W/(cm2 ˚C/cm)
WATER ABSORPTION 0.01% 0.01%
THERMAL EXPANSION 10.8 x 10-6 ˚F 19.4 x 10-6 ˚C
FLAME SPREAD INDEX Class A (Class I) – 25 or under flame spread per ASTM E84

WHAT ARE THE PROPERTIES OF ZANITE?
Zanite® polymer composite is a blend of pure silicon dioxide ceramic (99.8%) quartz aggregate, specially formulated high 
strength epoxy resin and selected additives. The natural elliptical shape of quartz is ideal for casting intricate structures.

ADVANTAGES OF ZANITE®

 Zanite® replaces traditional materials such as iron, 
aluminum, and steel used in the manufacture of machine 
bases. Castings are manufactured to finish tolerances, 
and the resulting base out-performs alternative material 
in many areas.

 Vibration: Zanite® dampens 
vibration approximately 10 times 
better than cast iron and 45 times 
better than steel due to its higher 
dynamic stiffness. Reduction of 
vibration means improved system 
performance and tool life. Zanite® 
also deadens sound.

 Design flexibility: Custom linear rails, hydraulic fluid 
tanks, threaded inserts, cutting fluid and conduit piping 
can all be integrated into the polymer base. Reduced 
assembly times are realized by incorporating multiple 
components into one casting. Zanite® does not require 
a uniform wall thickness allowing for greater design 
flexibility of your base.

 Delivery: Zanite® polymer bases can be cast and shipped 
within days of receiving an order providing shorter lead 
times than fabricated steel and cast iron. Plus, Zanite® 
polymer bases reduce costly production time by arriving 
ready to assemble.

 Cost: Eliminating costly post-cast operations (machining, 
heat-treating, stress relieving and painting) means Zanite® 
polymer bases cost significantly less than metallic 
castings. Inventory costs are significantly reduced and 
less work-in-process (WIP) is required. A competitive 
advantage to you.

 Zanite® is environmentally friendly. Zanite® bases are 
created using a cold casting process requiring a minimal 
amount of energy consumption and is the only process 
which allows plastic and metal to merge in the same 
casting… while providing excellent thermal stability.

 Zanite® is chemical and corrosion resistant. Zanite®  
offers excellent strength and chemical resistance to most 
common solvents, acids, alkalis and cutting fluids. In 
addition, Zanite® polymer bases do not require painting.

 Zanite® polymer composite is accepted by design 
engineers throughout the world as an alternative 
material due to its excellent design flexibility, 
mechanical properties, and short production time.
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ROTATING EQUIPMENT BASEPLATES

 Excellent corrosion resistance —
will not rust or corrode

 Flat surface — save time on 
critical shaft alignment

 Thermal stability — eliminates 
diaphraming for longer 
equipment life

 Superior vibration damping and 
resistance to twisting

 Great appearance — no peeling 
paint, eliminates regular 
maintenance

 Much lower installed cost —
less grout, easier to align, level, 
and straighten (less $)

$$$$

$$$
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CHECK OUT WHY ZANITE® IS BETTER THAN VINYL ESTER
FLATNESS  0.002” PER FOOT
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH  STRONGER
FLEXURAL STRENGTH  STRONGER
TENSILE STRENGTH  STRONGER
DEFLECTION  MORE RIGID
CORROSION RESISTANCE  EQUAL  EQUAL

COMPARE TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS COSTS*

POXYBASE CAST IRON
FAB STEEL

PRE
GROUTED

PIP-STEEL
BASE

Using Zanite® baseplates instead 
of conventional steel bases with 
comparable features will result in 
significant installation savings.
* Comparative costs include baseplate, 316SS drip pan, sandblast and 2-part epoxy 

system which would yeild a product with similar properties as the PoxyBase.

Keeping your rotating equipment level is essential. 
BaseTek Zanite® Polymer Concrete Baseplates outperform 
steel baseplates in every way. The difference is Zanite®.

Using PoxyBase CC® and PoxyBase Plus® with Zanite® 
guarantee you unmatched surface flatness compared 
to Conventional Steel designs and common Vinyl Ester 
Concrete materials. Zanite® provides significant vibration 

damping, greater thermal stability, more resistance 
to twisting and diaphraming and superior corrosion 
resistance. It is easier and less costly to install, plus 
requires no maintenance.

The Benefit: your equipment lasts longer and operates 
more efficiently for a healthier bottom line.

BaseTek. We’re on the level.
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